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For the application, low-degree cases of the equations of the title are of special 
interest. Lag-independent stability conditions are derived for all systems up to 
degree two inclusive. Some necessary stability conditions for large lags are expoun- 
ded. In the non-neutral case, left half-planes depending on the lag and containing 
all zeros of the characteristic function are obtained. A sufficient lag-independent 
condition for the whole class considered is found. Special attention is devoted to the 
neutral case. For that case, a collection of disks covering all zeros of the charac- 
teristic function is given. The result is illustrated by the example of the general 
neutral characteristic function with coalescing zeros. Finally, zero-free regions 
around the zeros of the coefficient polynomials are derived. To derive the results, 
conformal mappings are studied. c1 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION 
Consider dynamical systems defined by 
A(D)x(t) + B(D)x(t- T) = u(t), (1.1) 
where D := d/dt and A, B are real polynomials without common zeros of 
degree ~1, p E N, and TE R + is a non-negative lag, 
A(z):= fj (Z-uJ=:ZOL+Am-,z~-l+ ... +A,, 
k=l 
B(z):= B h (z-b,)=: BzB+BpplzB-I+ 
(1.2) 
... + Bo, B # 0. 
k=l 
In(l.l)thecontrolu:R++Risgivenandthestatex:[-T, +co)-+Ris 
known in [ - T, 01. 
It is commonly known, see Hahn [S, 61, that under technical assump- 
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tion on u, each solution x of (1.1) is asymptotically stable if for c1> /I the 
characteristic function of ( 1.1) 
H(z) := A(z) + B(z) exp( -zT) (1.3) 
has all its zeros in the left half-plane Re(z) < 0 of the complex plane @. For 
a = 8, which is the neutral case, with (BI = 1, the stronger requirement 
Re(z) < -E with E > 0 guarantees asymptotic stability. Since we will con- 
sider the neutral case always for IBJ < B, < 1 only, one can attribute the 
property of stability to the characteristic function H(z) itself as follows. Let 
p := (A 3-,,...,Ao,B,Bq~1,...,Bo) (1.4) 
the real d-vector, d := tl+ fi + 1, of the coefficients of A and B. Then H is 
said to be stable if (p, T) E S, where 
S:= {(p, T)ERdx[W+(H(z)=O-,Re(z)<O}. (1.5) 
For T= 0 the exponential polynomial H(z) with polynomial coefficients 
reduces to a polynomial and (1.5) becomes the definition of a stable poly- 
nomial, also called Hurwitz polynomial. 
We are also interested in lag-independent stability. The characteristic 
function H(z) is called lag-independent stable if p E S,, where 
S,:=(p~[W~lH(z)=O-,Re(z)<Ofor all Tao}. (1.6) 
Under the restriction (BI < B, < 1 we have for the whole class considered 
a one-to-one correspondence between the asymptotic stability of any solu- 
tion x of (1.1) and the stability of the characteristic function H(z). 
In the terminology from above, our problem is simply to determine S 
and So. Having applications in mind, the problem is classified as impor- 
tant. Unfortunately, it is in the same degree difficult. 
While for T = 0, in the polynomial case, classical algebraic criteria exist 
to decide whether or not H(z) is stable, see Marden [ 141, Heitzinger et al. 
[7], or Postnikov [IS], in the presence of a lag, T> 0, no such criteria are 
known. For T> 0 the indicator diagram for H(z), cf. Schwengeler [ 161 or 
Bellman and Cooke [l], tells us that there are countable infinitely many 
zeros of H(z). One wishes to know for which p and T all of them lie in 
Re(z) ~0. In this situation it is of value to know how the zeros z of H 
migrate with T. So, the knowledge of the curves z = z(T) on which all the 
zeros move gives insight in the stability behaviour with respect to T. For 
T= 0 the function H(z) has exactly c( zeros and for T> 0 infinitely many. 
This means that all but tl vanish for T + 0 at infinity. Viewed from the 
standpoint of perturbation theory, H suffers a highly singular perturbation. 
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For T= 0 the entire function of order one becomes a polynomial which is 
of order zero. 
We note in passing that in context of stability the cases T= 0 and T -+ 0 
may prove to be quite different. This is as trivial as noteworthy and may 
be attributed to the non-compactness of the left half-plane. 
We restrict the considerations to the generic case only. By the latter we 
mean that A(z) and B(z) have no zeros in common. Otherwise, H 
factorizes and the set of zeros of H is the union of the set of the zeros of 
its factors. So we require 
{a,, a2, . .. . aa) n (61, b,, . . . . b,) =@. (1.7) 
For convenience, we want the origin z = 0 not to be a zero of A, B, or H, 
hence additionally 
Ao+B,#O, A&#0 (1.8) 
is assumed. By (1.8) we may write H = 0 as 
irc(1+2k)+ 5 ln(z-b,)- f ln(z-a,) Ii z =: Fk(Z), keH. k=l k=l 
(1.9) 
In (1.9) we take the principal value of the logarithm, i.e., real values for 
positive arguments, and cut C along the negative real axis. 
In the light of (1.9), the kth zero moves along the image curve in the 
z-plane of the positive real axis of the T-plane under the map Fk. 
In Section 2 we will derive sufficient lag-independent stability conditions 
for low degrees of A and B. In Section 3 we give simple necessary stability 
conditions for large lags and show also that the degree of instability, if any, 
reduces for large T. A lag-independent stability condition for the whole 
class considered is laid down in Section 4. An inclusion of all zeros by disks 
for the neutral case, CL = /?, forms Section 5. Section 6 contains a simple 
example of a neutral characteristic function. Zero-free neighbourhoods of 
the zeros of the coefficient polynomials are devised in Section 7. A discus- 
sion of some special aspects in Section 8 concludes the paper. 
2. LAG-INDEPENDENT STABILITY IN LOW-DEGREE CASEY 
The following theorem, being trivial, serves as a guideline for further 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Zf the polynomial 
H, := A(z) + wB(z) (2.1) 
is stable for all I w( < 1 then H(z) is stable for all T 2 0. 
ProoJ: Consider a zero z of H with Re(z) > 0. Then set w := exp( -zT) 
and use only (WI = lexp( -zT)( < 1. Now, if H, from (2.1) is stable for all 
(WI < 1 we arrive at a contradiction. Hence, H(z) is stable under the 
premise of the theorem. [ 
The significance of the theorem lies in the fact that H, is a polynomial 
while H is not. Consequently, the Hurwitz determinantal criterion or the 
Routh continued fraction expansion, which are both, in their general ver- 
sion, valid for complex coefficients, can be applied. In practice, however, 
both may prove to be quite laborious (supposing one works not with sym- 
bolic calculation routines). 
In order to guarantee stability for all T > 0 certain conditions must be 
met. Among them are ones in which the feedback amplitude (BI is involved. 
We will write them down formally as conditions on IBI. 
The next theorem covers all cases possible for c( = 1. The parameters a, b, 
and B,are allowed to be complex. 
THEOREM 2.2. The functions 
6) H(z) := z - a + B exp( -zT), 
(ii) H(z) := z - a + B(z - b) exp( -zT) 
are stable for all T Z 0 if 
(2.2) 
(0 Re(a) + I BI < 0, 
(ii) Re(a) < 0, (2.3) 
PI < 
min(1, -Re(a)/lb-al), Re(b) = 0, 
min(l, {lb-al -,/lb-al’+4 k(a) Re(b)}/(2 Re(b)}), Re(b)#O, 
hold, respectively. 
Proof In the first case we have for each zero in Re(z) 2 0 with (w( d 1 
after Theorem 2.1 that 
z=a+wB 
Re(z) < Re(a) + I BJ < 0 
(2.4) 
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by premise (i) of (2.3). In the case of (ii) we have to choose 1 BI so small 
that the disk defined by 
I(Z-~Mz--h)l d IBI (2.5) 
remains entirely in Re(z) < 0. For Re(a) 3 0 for each IL?] > 0 a solution 
point of (2.5) remains in Re(z) >O. So, necessarily, Re(a) ~0. Since for 
]B] = 1 the disk becomes a half-plane, only [II] < 1 is possible. Now, the 
disk I(z-a)/(~--)1 br has the centre m :=a- (b-a)r*/(l -r*) and the 
radius R := lb-al r/( 1 -r*), provided r < 1. With r in place of IBI, formula 
(2.5) may be written with I&J < 1 as 
z=a-(b-a)?/(1 -r*)+clb-uajr/(l -r*). (2.6) 
This means that we have to solve for r the inequality 
Re(z) 6 Re(u) - Re(b - u)r’/( 1 - r*) + lb - al r/( 1 - r2) < 0. (2.7) 
Writing (2.7) as 
- Re(u) > 16 - al r - Re(b)r’ (2.8) 
one sees immediately that we get r < -Re(u)/lb --a( for Re(b) = 0. For 
Re(b) #O the result follows upon solving the quadratic inequality (2.7). 
Notice that the expression under the root sign in (2.3) is never negative. [ 
The next three theorems will deal with the three possible cases for c1= 2. 
The proofs of these theorems will have certain parts in common. We will 
lay down the first proof in more detail and take it as a reference for the last 
two more concise proofs. The bar always stands for complex conjugation. 
All coefficients are now required to be real. 
THEOREM 2.3. The zeros of 
H(z) := (z - u)(z -ii) + B exp( -zT) (2.9) 
lie for all T 2 0 in the left open half-plane Re(z) < 0 if Re(u) < 0 and if 
IBJ* < /aI4 + max(O, -Re(u’))[max(O, -Re(a*)) + 2 Re(u*)]. (2.10) 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.1 we are assured that stability for all Ta 0 is 
given if we choose IBI so small that the solution set of 
I (z - a)(~ - iill < I Bl (2.11) 
lies in Re(z) < 0. This implies Re(u) < 0. The solution set may be regarded 
as the image of the disk ]wI d I BI of the w-plane in the z-plane under the 
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conformal mapping w = (z - a)(z - a). The theory of functions tells us that 
the solution set consists of one or two simply connected solution com- 
ponents lying symmetrically to the real axis of the z-plane. This is also true 
if B is replaced by a real polynomial of at most second degree. 
If we know that the imaginary axis is free of solution points of (2.11) 
then we can infer by the connectivity of the solution set that the whole 
half-plane Re(z) 2 0 is free of solution points. 
In our case (2.11), we know that the solution set is a lemniscate region 
with focii a and ii. Denote by A4 the minimum of the left-hand side of (2.11) 
taken along the imaginary axis, z := iy, y E [w. If A4 > 1 BI holds, no solution 
points can exist on the imaginary axis. So, it remains to determine M. To 
this end we rewrite (2.11) as 
F(y):=y4+2y2Re(a2)+ja14<(B12. (2.12) 
Necessary for y to be a minimizer of F is 
F’(y) = 4y[y* + Re(a’)] = 0. (2.13) 
We find 
y2 = max(O, - Re(a2)). (2.14) 
Inserting (2.14) in (2.12) yields M2 and M2 > IB12 appears as stated 
in (2.10). 1 
THEOREM 2.4. The zeros of 
H(z) := (z - a)(z - ii) + B(z - b) exp( -zT), be[w (2.15) 
lie for all Ta 0 in the left open half-plane Re(z) < 0 if Re(u) < 0 and if 
IBI*< [Y4+2Y2 Re(u’)+ lal”]/[Y’+ b*], 
(2.16) 
D := lul4 - 2b2 Re(u2). 
Proof. The same reasoning as in the foregoing proof leads to the deter- 
mination of the minimum M2 of 
F(y) := [y” + 2y2 Re(u2) + lul”]/[y’+ b*]. (2.17) 
The minimizer y of F are to be found among the solutions of 
F’/F= 2y{ [2y2 + 2 Re(u2)]/[y4 + 2y2 Re(u*) + luj4] - l/[y’ + b’]} = 0. 
(2.18) 
409/140/l-IO 
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Possible solutions of (2.18) different from y = 0 must satisfy 
2[y2 + Re(a2)][y2 + h2] = y4 + 2y2 Re(a2) + (~1~. (2.19) 
The unique non-negative solution yz = Y* of the quadratic equation (2.19) 
is obtained as given in (2.16). It is clear that y* = Y2 locates a minimum 
and not a maximum of F. Insertion of Y2 in (2.17) completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2.5. The zeros of 
H(z) := (z - a)(z - a) + B(z - b)(z - 6) exp( -zT), a#b (2.20) 
lie for all TaO in Re(z) ~0 ifRe(a) <O and if 




D < 0, 
max(O, [l~l”-~b~~]/Re(2b*-2a*)+(-l)‘fi), DaO,j=1,2, 
D:={(Jb~4-~a~4)2+4Re(b2-a2)[la~4Re(b2) 
- lb14 Re(a’)] )/{2 Re(b2 - a’)}‘. (2.21) 
For Re(b’- a2) = 0 set yj := max(O, - Re(a*)), j= 1,2. 
ProoJ In the present case we have 
F(y) := [y” + 2 Re(a2) + lal”]/[y” +2y2 Re(b*) + lb\“]. (2.22) 
The local minimizer y of F are this time finite or infinite. In the first case 
we have for M* := min(F(y): y E W) the relation M* d 1. The finite mini- 
mizer y of F are to be found among the solutions of 
F’/F= 4y( [y’+ Re(a2)]/[y4 + 2y2 Re(a*) + la/“] 
-[y2+Re(b2)]/[y4+2y2Re(b2)+~b~4]}=0. (2.23) 
This is a quadratic equation in y* when y = 0 is excluded, 
y4 Re(b* - a2) + y2[Jb14 - [a[“] = (aI4 Re(b2) - lb14 Re(a’). (2.24) 
For Re(b’-a*)=0 and Jb14= lal4 the pairs{a, ti} and {b,6} fall together 
and this was excluded. Otherwise, we have for Re(a’) = Re(b2) 
y2 = max(O, - Re(a’)). (2.25) 
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In the remaining case Re(b’ - a*) # 0 we may write (2.24) in the form 
[y* + ( lb14 - la14)/Re(2b2 - 2a*)]* 
= {[lb14- ~a~4]2+4Re(b2-a2)[~a~4Re(b2) 
- lb14 Re(u*)] )/{2 Re(b* - u’)}‘. (2.26) 
For D > 0 no solution of (2.26) exists and we set yj := 0, j = 1,2. If D 3 0 
we get a pair of solutions by setting 
y,?:=max(0,((u~4-~b/4)/Re(2b2-2u2)+(-1~~), j= 1,2. (2.27) 
It sufhces to draw 0, y, , y,, + co as possible local minimizer into con- 
sideration and we have 
(2.28) 
which completes the proof. 1 
3. NECESSARY STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR LARGE LAGS 
THEOREM 3.1. For the stability of H from (1.3) for large lugs it is 
necessary that 
(i) all zeros of A(z) lie in Re(z) < 0, 
(ii) l&l 2 l~,I. 
(3.1) 
ProoJ We will show that there is a r,, such that for all Tk T,, there are 
special zeros of H(z) in Re(z) > 0 if either condition of (3.1) is violated. 
To show the first assertion we assume the existence of a zero a of ,4(z) 
with Re(a) > 0. Then we may choose a disk D with centre at a which lies 
entirely in Re(z) > 0 and for which IA(z)1 > E > 0 for z E 8D. Let 
F(z, T) := B(z) exp( -zT). (3.2) 
Then F(z, T) + 0 uniformly for z E aD as T + + co. Choose T,, so large that 
IF(z, VI <t: (3.3) 
for T> T,. Now, by Rouche’s theorem, H(z) and A(z) have the same 
number of zeros in D for T> To. Hence, H(z) has a zero with Re(z) > 0 for 
T> T,,. 
To see (ii) of (3.1) we set w :=zT. Then H=O appears in the w-plane as 
exp(w) = -B(w/T)/A(w/T). (3.4) 
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For w=O(l) for T+ccj, regarding A,B,#O, one has with kEE 
exp(w) = - {f&,/4, + 0(1/T)}, (3.5) 
w = in( 1 + 2k) + ln(A,/B,) + 0( l/T), (3.6) 
z = { in( 1 + 2k) + ln(&/A,) + 0( l/T)}/T (3.7) 
for k = 0( 1) and the necessity of (ii) is plain. 1 
Now we are interested in the location of possible unstable roots of H(z) 
under the conditions of (3.1). 
A lemma will be used in the next theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. Possible zeros of H(z) with c( > j3 satisfying (3.1) in 
Re(z) 2 0 lie in the disk Jzj 6 R, where 
R := 2 max(A, [3P)BI]‘l’“-P’), 
A := max(hI, . . . . I4 lb,l, . . . . PSI ). 
(3.8) 
Proof: Let z be a zero of H(z) in Re(z) > 0. Then with r := IzJ and 
y :=a-p>o 
provided r is large enough. With A as defined in (3.8) we infer from (3.9) 
for r>2A 
l<IBlr -‘(3/2)8 2”, 
r-9 [381BI]‘/7. 
Taking both bounds together results in 
r < 2 max(A, [3plBl]“‘) =: R 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
as asserted. fi 
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The first coarse inclusion of the foregoing lemma for possible unstable 
zeros of H(z) for all T> 0 serves as a base for a lag-dependent inclusion in 
a rectangular domain 
Q(a,b) := (zEC(O<Re(z)da, lIm(z)l bb} (3.12) 
parallel to the axes. In order to formulate the next theorem we need some 
further notions and notations. 
If A, B are compact sets in @, we define a distance dist(d, B) between A 
and B by 
dist(d, B) := sup{ Ia - bj: a E A, b E B}. (3.13) 
Note well that our distance is not the usual distance. By S(r) we denote the 
semi-disk 
S(r) := (zECI Iz( dr, Re(z)>O}. (3.14) 
THEOREM 3.2. If H(z) from (1.3) with CL > /I satisfies (3.1) then possible 
unstable zeros of H(z) lie in Q(X, R), where R is taken from (3.8) and 
X := MT-’ max(ln(M/d), ln( 1 + MT/a)), 
M := [Dpl BI ] “‘/2, 
D :=dist({b,, b,, . . . . b,}, S(R)), 
d:= -max{Re(a,):k= l(l)cc}. 
(3.15) 
Proof If z is a zero of H with the additional properties of the premise 
of the theorem and when z lies in Re(z) > 0 then we have with x := Re(z) 
expW)=IB[ fi (z-b,)]/fi (z-a,)) 
k=l k=l 
< IBI DB/(d+ x)~, 
(3.16) 
where D and d have the meanings of (3.15). We rewrite (3.16) as 
(x+d) exp(xT/a) 6 [DBIBI]““, 
min(x, d) exp(xT/a) < [DpIBI]“*/2 := AI. 
(3.17) 
Obviously, when X and t are positive then X := ln( 1 + t)/t lies not in the 
solution interval of 
Xexp(Xt) < 1. (3.18) 
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Taking this into account we get from (3.17) 
x < aT I max(ln(M/d), ln( 1 + MT/c()) =: X (3.19) 
and the theorem is proven. i 
Roughly speaking, the width of Q is O(ln( T)/T) for T + CO. 
4. A SUFFICIENT LAG-INDEPENDENT STABILITY CONDITION 
FOR THE WHOLE CLASS 
In [2] it was mentioned that it was not difficult to extend the special 
results given there over the whole class considered. All coefficients of H(z) 
from (1.3) are now allowed to be complex. Henceforth 
C(m, r) := {ZECI Iz-ml <r} (4.1) 
denotes the disk with centre m E @ and radius r E [w + . We will include the 
zeros of H(z) in Re(z) 2 0 in a collection of disks and therefrom derive a 
stability condition. To keep estimation errors due to crude inequalities in 
limits, the best choice of disks in the framework of the method adopted will 
be made. In order to make the best choice we need a little bit of com- 
binatorics. 
Denote by JZ$ the family of subsets of {a,, . . . . a,} containing exactly B 
elements. Denote further by Z7P the permutation group of j? elements. Let 
A := {&,, . . . . uka} ES$ and rreUP then we use the notation rr{ 1, . . . . /?} = 
{P 1, . . . . PSI. 
THEOREM 4.1. The function H(z) from (1.3) is lag-independent stable ij 
max(Re(a,), . . . . Reta,)) < 0 and if 
IB( < max max B(A, rr), 
As&p 7CEII, 
B(A, n) := min(&, B;), 
B, :=min{R(aq, b,): 1 <j</?}, 
B,:=max{Re(ag):/?+l<j<a}, 
(4.2) 
R(a, 6) := 
- Wa)llb - 4, Re(b) = 0, 
{lb-al -Jib- al2 + 4 Re(a) Re(b)}/{2 Re(b)}, Re(b) #O. 
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For ) BJ < 1, possible zeros of H in Re(z) > 0 lie in 
c:= n n c(A,~), 
AE.$JREI7$$ 
cl := (J 'tmj,kp,9 rj,kp,), 
j= I 
C2 := (j C(u,, IBIlia), 
J=p+I 
.- 
mj.kp, ‘- akp,- @r”kp,) Pl”“/(1 - lB12’% 
‘I, kp , := Ibj-Ukp,J lBl”“/(l - IBJ2’“). 
(4.3) 
Proof: Since Re(a,) -C 0 for all k = 1( 1 )o! it is possible to choose ) BI so 
small that the solution set of 
(4.4) 
lies entirely in Re(z) < 0. We have to show that the bound given in (4.2) is 
small enough in this sense. 
Fix an element A := (a,,, . . . . akg} of ZZ$ and denote by A” := 
{a ka+,, ...> u,J the complement of A with respect to {a,, . . . . a,}. Select 
further a permutation 7c E Z7a. Let X( 1, 2, . . . . fi } = { pl, p2, . . . . ps >, where 
inside the last two pairs of curly brackets stands a sequence rather than a 
set. Under this choice we may write (4.4) in the form 
I[ I? {(I-ukp,M(Z-bj)}][ fi (Z--Uk,)]i d IBI. 
j=l i=B+I 
(4.5) 
In (4.5) each b is paired with a unique u defined by A and 71. Since the mul- 
tiplication in @ commutes, this special pairing does not affect the value of 
the left-hand side of (4.5). After an estimation to follow, however, the result 
will be dependent on the pairing of the b’s with the u’s. 
We infer from (4.5) 
min(l(z-uk~,)/(z-b,)l, . ..) I(Z-“kpg)/(z-bD)17 b-“kp+,it . ..? b-“k.l) 
d (B( l”. (4.6) 
As already used in the proof of Theorem 2.2, the disk defined by 
lb - a)/(~ - b)l d r, (4.7) 
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where a # h and r < 1, has centre m := a - (h-a) r2/( 1 - r’) and the radius 
r’ := lb -al r/(1 - r2). Moreover, if Re(a) <O then the disk (4.7) lies in 
Re(z) <O if r < R(a, h), where R(a, h) is the bound on (B( contained in 
(2.3) and repeated in (4.2). This way we see that the solution set of (4.6) 
is the union of disks 
c := c, v c2, 
CI := 6 C(m,,+,,, rj,k,,L 
/=I 
(4.8) 
c2 := I,// wh,, IBI”“), 
j=fi+l 
with centres and radii of C, as defined in (4.3). So, if H(z) possesses 
unstable zeros they lie in C and the second part of the theorem is shown. 
To keep C in Re(z) < 0 all disks of C must lie there. This is for C, the 
case if it is true for the rightmost disk. This requirement gives the bound 
B,. The bound B, is plain. Now, the lesser of both gives a bound on IBJ ‘I’. 
This bound is valid for the selected rr and A under consideration. We hold 
A fixed as before and let 71 run through all permutations, hence the bound 
B(A, n) becomes maximal with respect to rc. Eventually, letting A run 
through L&‘~ guarantees that the optimal pairing and the optimal decom- 
position A u A” = {a,, . . . . a,} is not left out. 1 
No effort is made to reduce the permutations and decompositions to test 
according to Theorem 4.1. Having devised Theorems 2.2 through 2.5 it is 
straightforward to write down better results for real coefftcients. A draw- 
back of the last theorem is that (B( rather than B is bounded. 
Another feature that may be missed is the stabilization effect by a feed- 
back polynomial B(z) which, when properly designed, pulls otherwise 
unstable zeros in the left half-plane. Dealing with stability independent of 
the lag, it seems unlikely if not impossible that this effect can be shown to 
exist for all lags. 
To show how Theorem 4.1 works in a simple case we consider with 
Re(d) # 0 
H(Z) := (Z - a)(~ - b)(z - c) + B(z - d) exp( -zT). (4.9) 
Denote A:={u,~,c) and for a~,4 further A.:=A\{a}. By Theorem4.1 
we are assured that H is at least stable for all T2 0 if A lies in Re(z) < 0 
and further if 
IBJ < [max min(()d-a( -,/Id-a12+4 Re(a) Re(d)}l{2 Re(d)I, 
L?EA 
- gy OWb))13. (4.10) 
Y 
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5. INCLUSION OF THE ZEROS OF H(Z)IN THE NEUTRAL CASE 
BY A FAMILY OF DISKS 
As already briefly mentioned in Section 1, Hahn [5] has shown that in 
the neutral case the relation Re(z) < 0 for all zeros of H(z) does not imply 
asymptotic stability of all solutions in the sense of Ljapunov. In the light 
of this behaviour, the neutral case, M = B, is especially interesting. On the 
other hand, this case is easily accessible concerning the locations of the 
zeros. 
We remarked in the Introduction that for T -+ 0 all but a zeros disappear 
at infinity. Next we will give a quantitative description of this behaviour. 
To keep things simple, all zeros will be included by sets constructed of 
disks only. In a preparative step we put forward an inclusion for an 
algebraic inequality to which the transcendental equation to solve will be 
reduced. 
LEMMA 5.1. The solution set of 
I (z - a)(z - b)(z - c)l < t, a, b, CE@, tE[W+ (5.1) 
is contained in the set L(a, b, c, t), where 
L(a, b, c, t) := { C( a,r,(t)) u C(b, rb(t)) u C(c, r,.(t))) n C(s, r,(t)), 
r,(t) := 






r,(t) := [(IAl + lBl/R)3’2 + 3t/2]1’3, 
t,:= I(a-b)(a-c)l min(lu-61, )a-cl)/8, 
r,:=I(b-a)(b-c)lmin(Ib-al, lb-cl)/8, 
t,. := I(c-a)(~-b)l min(\c-a\, Ic-bl)/8, 
A:=(a-s)(b-s)+(b-s)(c-s)+(c-~)(a-s), 
B := -(a - s)(b - s)(c - s), 
R :=max([21B\]1’3, [2lAI]‘/*) 
s := (a + b + c)/3. 
(5.2) 
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ProqjI We have 
min((z-a(, (z-hi, (z-Cl)3<((z-a)(z-h)(z-C)(dt. (5.3 1 
Solving the outer inequality of (5.3) for z yields 
ZE C(a, P3) u C(b, F3) u C(c, P3) =: c,. (5.4) 
This inclusion holds for all t 2 0 and all a, b, c E C. It becomes exact for 
a= b = c. For small t the radii of the disks of C, do not have the right 
order. So we adjoin a further inclusion behaving better for small t > 0. In 
the sector S, lying around the point z = a which is defined by 
)z - a\ d min( )z - bl, )z - cl ), (5.5) 
)z - 61 > Iu - bl/2 as well as Iz - cl b Ia - cl/2 holds. Hence, for z in S, one 
has 
The restriction 
Iz--al <4t/l(a-b)(a-c)l. (5.6) 
tb t, := [(a-b)(a-c)l min(la-bl, la-cl)/8 (5.7) 
guarantees that z remains in S,. From (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7) we infer 
z E C(a, r,(t)), 
min(t1j3, 4t/l(a--b)(a-c)l), 0 < t < t,, (5.8) r,(t) := 
t> t,. 
In the same way as before we proceed in the sectors 
S, := {z~@l Iz-bJ ,<min(lz-al, /z-cl)}, 
S,. := {z~@l [z-cl <min(lz-al, lz-bl)}, (5.9) 
and get results analogous to (5.8). For larger and larger t the solution set 
of (5.1) becomes more and more disk-shaped. To account for this 
behaviour we include the solution set by a single disk centred about the 
centre of gravity s := (a + b + c)/3 of the focii of the lemniscate region (5.1). 
Wesetz:=s+wandget(5.1)inthew-planewithd’:=d--ford=a,b,c 
as 
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Iw3U + gbw2)l G 6 
g(w):=A+B/w, 
A := a’b’ + a’c’ + b’c’, 
B := -a’b’c’. 
(5.10) 
For (WI >R we have Ig(w)l< IAl + (B\/R=:M and from (5.10) with 
/WI := rM’/’ 
lw13-lwlM<t, 
r3-r<ttMp3j2=:U, 
r- 1 <u/(r(r+ l))<u/2, 
r3 6 1 + 3~12, 
1~1 < (M3’* + 3t/2)“3 =: r,(t). 
(5.11) 
Obviously, the best choice of the free parameter R is made when R solves 
R2 = IAl + PI/R. (5.12) 
We have 
6 2 max(lBl, IAI RI, 
R<max([21B111’3, C2lAll”*) 
(5.13) 
and take the last value for R. This choice assures that rs >, R for all 
t>,O. 1 
THEOREM 5.1. In the neutral case, c( = fi =: n, the zeros of H(z) lie in the 
set C, where 
C:=CouL, 
Co := C(m,, l.lr,) u C(mh, l.lr,) u C(m,, 1.1 IdI), 
L := U U L(m,., uk, vk, 3M,./T) 
ke+ c=o,b,O 
(5.14) 
with L(a, 6, c, t) from Lemma 5.1 and 
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m, := (m, + m,)/2, 
M, := q,2arz, 
Mb := q,2/+;, 
MO := 3nld1*/2, 
r,:=max{Ja,-m,l:k=l(l)a), 
rb:=max{Ih,-m,l:k=l(l)fi}, 
d := (mh - m,)/2, 
uk := mO/2 + { W + ( W - m, T)2 - 8n dT}/( 2T), 
uk := m,,/2 + {w - (w - m, T)2 - 8n dT)/(2T), 
w := in( 1 + 2k) + In(B), k E Z, 
q, := 1 + l/max(l/lO, l.lr,./ldl), ~=a, b. 
(5.15) 
Proof: We write H(z) = 0 with w from (5.15) as 
Tz=w+ f ln(z-h,)- i ln(z-a,). (5.16) 
&=I k=l 
The zeros of H(z) may be divided into two classes: into those which he in 
the interior of C, and the remaining ones. While the zeros of the first class 
are not further located, we derive an inclusion for the second class of zeros, 
namely L from (5.14). 
Let m, be the centre of gravity of the zeros of A(z) and mb for B(z) as 
defined in (5.15). Let further r. be the radius of the smallest disk with 
centre m, containing all zeros of A(z) and rb the corresponding quantity for 
B(z). We enlarge the said disks and consider the disks C(m,, prc), c = a, b, 
where p > 1 is a free parameter to be chosen later. For z not in the interior 
of C(m,, pr,) u C(mb, pr,) we have 
E In(z - ok) = CI ln(z -ma) + c,(z)/(z - ma)‘, 
k=l (5.17) 
E,(z) := (z-mm,)’ i ln(l -(a,-m,)/(z-m,)). 
k=l 
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Application of the Taylor expansion or invocation of the Schwartz lemma 
yields 
I&N d &v2CW/(p - I))- ~/PI. (5.18) 
For p= 1.1 we get 
lea(z)1 < 2clrz =: M,. (5.19) 
The set of the allowed z permits us to proceed in the same way from (5.17) 
on with the sum over the bk in place of the uk. So, we write (5.16) in the 
form 
Tz = w + /? ln(z - mb) - cx ln(z -WI,) + s,,Jz), 
l&&)I 6 M,llz - %I2 + Mb/b - %12. 
(5.20) 
Up until now we have not used the presupposed neutrality, tl= p. Denoting 
tx = j? =: n, the first line of (5.20) appears as 
Tz = w + n ln[(z - mb)/(z - WI,)] + E,, b(~). (5.21) 
Define 
ma := (m, + m,)/2, d := (mb - m,)/2. (5.22) 
In terms of the parameters of (5.22), Eq. (5.21) reads 
Tz = w + n In[( 1 - d/(z - mo))/( 1 + d/(z - m,))] + E,,~(z) 
= w - 2nd/(z - m,) + Q,(z)/(z - mo)2 + E&Z), (5.23) 
Q,(Z) := n(z - mo)2 (ln[( 1 - d/(z - mo))/( 1 + d/(z - m,))] + 2d/(z -m,)>. 
The set of the allowed z is now further confined by requiring 
Iz-mm,l >pldl, p > 1. Under this restriction we have 
Idz)l ~W12p2{lnCb+ lY(~-1)1-22/~~. (5.24) 
For p = 1.1 we arrive at 
Is,(z)l < 3nld12/2 =: M,. (5.25) 
For z not in the interior of C(m,, l.lr,) u C(m,, l.lr,)u C(m,, l.lldJ) we 
have therewith 
ITz- W+ 2W-mdl d Mo/lz-mo12 + M,/lz-m,l2 + Mb/lz-m,12 
<3max{MC/~z-m,~2:c=a,b,0). (5.26) 
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Consider for c = a, h. 0 the inequalities 
I(2 -m,.)’ (Tz ~ u‘ + Znd/(z - m,))l 6 3M,., 
lb - m,.)C(z - mo)’ + (rn” - w/T)(z - m,) + 2nd/T] 
63M,.T ~lI(z-mo)/(z-m,.)j, 
I(z-m,)(z-u)(z--)I 63M,.T- ‘q<, 
~4 := m,~/2 + {w + (w -m, T)’ - 8ndT}/(2T), 
0 := 42 + (w- (w-m,T)‘- 8ndT)/(2T), 
(5.27) 
where q. := 1 and for c = a, h 
qC := 1 + l/max(l/lO, l.lr,./ldl)< 11. (5.28) 
Let L’(a, b, c, M) be the solution set of 
I(z-a)(z-b)(z-c)l GM. (5.29) 
By Lemma 5.1 we know that L’(a, b, c, M) s L(a, 6, c, M). We infer from 
that relation the inclusion 
ZE u L(m,., u, u, 3Tp’M,.q,.). (5.30) 
Writing now ukr uk for U, u from (5.27) we get for a certain subset Z’ of Z 
the inclusion 
Z’ comprises all k for which the L of the right-hand side of (5.31) do not 
intersect with the interior of C,. Since writing Z in place of Z’ in (5.31) 
does not make the inclusion set smaller, the theorem is proven. 1 
Theorem 5.1 is valid for complex coefficients of A(z) and B(z). According 
to (5.26), the zeros of H(z) not too close to z = m,, tnbr m, lie near the 
points z = uk, vk which solve 
T(z - mo) + 2nd/(z - mo) = w - Tm,. (5.32) 
In the generic case, d#O, with real coefficients of A(z) and B(z), Eq. (5.32) 
may be written in the Z-plane, Z := (z - mo)(T/(2nldJ))‘/2, as 
(Z + l/Z)/2 = w (5.33) 
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c 
FIG. 5.1. The image curves of Re( W) = const in IRe(Z IIm(Z)l < 4 under the mapping 
(Z + l/Z)/2 = W for IRe( W)l = 0.2(0.2)2. 
with W := (w - Tm,)/(Sn(d( T) ‘I2 Replacing Z in (5.33) by iZ shows that it .
suffices to consider (5.33) only with the plus sign but for both vertical and 
horizontal lines to be discussed now. With respect o k E E, the w of (5.32) 
ranges in a vertical line as does W of (5.33) in the case of the plus sign. 
Therefore, the images of vertical lines in the W-plane under the conformal 
mapping (5.33) with the plus sign yield the approximative position of the 
curves on which the sequence of zeros is distributed in the Z-plane. 
Thereby, zeros close to the origin of the Z-plane are to be excluded. Since 
the planes z and Z are related by a similarity transformation, the inter- 
pretation in the original z-plane poses no difficulty. Figure 5.1 shows in the 
square IRe(z \Im(z)l 64 for IRe( W)l =0.2(0.2)2 the image curves of 
Re( W) = const. in the Z-plane. 
6. AN EXAMPLE: THE GENERAL NEUTRAL CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION 
WITH COALESCING ZEROS 
For the purpose of the example to follow we establish a further lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. The solution set in C of 
l(z - a)(z - b)l < t, U,bEC, tER+ (6.1) 
lies in 
Ua, b, t) := {C(a, r(t))u C(b, r(t))} n C(wr,(t)), (6.2) 
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r(t) := 
(lb-al -&-+4t)/2, 0 d t < t,,, 
4> t 3 to, 
r,(t) := Jm, 
m := (b + a)/2, 
t, := lb - aI/2. 
Moreover, for a # b and t d t,, the solution set lies also in 
(6.3) 
M(t) := C(m-, R(t) u C(m+, R(t)), 
m k := {a+bf(b-a)(fi+fi)/2}/2, 
R(t) := lb-al(fi-fi)/4, 
(6.4) 
r := 4t/lb - al’. 





min(lz-al, lz-bl)2< [(z-a)(z-b)l <t, 
min(lz-al, lz-bl)<Jf. 
(6.6) 
Solving the last inequality for z yields 
z E C(a, 4) u C(b, 4). (6.7) 
For small t 2 0 the radii in (6.7) are too large and we adjoin a further 
inclusion. For t < IdI =: t, we have 
Iz-a[(lb-al - [z-al)< I(z-a)(z-a-b++)/ = I(z-a)(z-b)l <t. (6.8) 
Solving the outer inequality in (6.8) gives 
Iz-a( <((b-al --J-)/2. (6.9) 
The inequality (6.8) remains valid when a and b are interchanged. The 
inclusions obtained so far can be stated as in (6.2) and (6.3). It is not 
unreasonable to let coincide the focii of the lemniscate region (6.1) with the 
centres of some inclusion disks. However, a better choice of the centres 
allows for smaller radii. 
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For a # b, inequality (6.1) reads with z := m + dw and Y := t//d1 2 in the 
w-plane as 
I(w- l)(w+ 1)1 Gr. (6.10) 
The inequality t Q t, translates into r d 1. The four intersection points of 
the boundary curve of the solution set of (6.10) with the real axis of the 
w-plane are the points 
w=&G. (6.11) 
The pair of circles centred about the real axis on which lies the leftmost 
and the rightmost pair of points of (6.11) has the centres m f and the 
common radius 
m, := + (Jl+r+JiY)/2, 
R := (fi- fi)/2. 
(6.12) 
We show that the two solving ovals of (6.10) are contained in the pair of 
disks defined by (6.12). To this end consider with w := u + iv the function 
along the circle 
(u-m)*+u*=R* (6.14) 
with real midpoint m. One finds 
F=[R2+(m-1)2+2(m-l)(u-m)][R2+(m+1)2+2(u-m)(m+1)]. 
(6.15) 
We now consider F as a function of h := u -m and have 
F”(h) = 8(m2 - 1) < 0 (6.16) 
for [ml < 1. The last inequality holds for the m from (6.12). For the R from 
(6.12), (6.16) also holds yet F(R) = F( - R) = r. Therefrom we infer for 
Ihl < R the inequality F(h) 2 r. This means in the geometrical interpretation 
that the solving pair of ovals is osculating included by the pair of disks 
C(m.,R). I 
At least parts of the foregoing lemma are viewed as commonly known. 
In the simplest case, all zeros of A(z) fall together as well as all zeros of 
4oy/140/1-I I 
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B(z). In the nomenclature of (5.15) we let a, h, BE iw with h > u and 
ra = rh = 0 so that H(z) becomes 
H(z) := (z - a)” + B(z - b)’ exp( -zT). (6.17) 
For a = b in (6.17) the set of zeros of H is 
{u} u {z,E@/~E& zk := [ln(lBl)+i(arg(B)+7c(l +2k)}]/T}. (6.18) 
In this special case, apart from n zeros (counting multiplicities), the 
remaining ones are distributed along a vertical line in @. By continuity, we 
expect a similar distribution in most parts of @ at least for small b -a > 0. 
Setting z := (a + b)/2 + s(b- a)/2 we get H= 0 in the s-plane with 
B’ := B exp( - T[u + b]/2) and T’ := T(b - a)/2 as 
0 = (s + 1)” + B’(s - 1)” exp( - T’s). (6.19) 
This shows that with no loss of generality we can set b = --a = 1 for a # b 
in (6.17), 
H(z) := (z+ l)n+ B(z- l)“exp(--_7T), HEN, BER, TER,. (6.20) 
In the context of stability, the parameter space spanned by n, B, T can be 
further restricted. 
Obviously, if z is a zero of H from (6.20) formed with the parameters B 
and T then the point -z is a zero of H formed with l/B and T. If the point 
(B, T) in the (B, T)-half-plane belongs to the stability set S of H then the 
point (l/B, T) does not belong to S, provided 1 BI < 1. Since H is trivially 
stable for B = 0, at most the half-strip 1 BI < 1 belongs to S. Theorem 2.1 
tells us that, indeed, the whole strip IBI < 1 belongs to S. It is easy to see 
that no multiple zeros of H are possible on the imaginary axis. The stability 
question left open is that of stability reserve measured by the inlimal 
distance of the zeros from the imaginary axis. 
Here, we are interested in locating all zeros of H(z) from (6.20). 
For T = 0, n zeros are distributed along the circle 
I(z+ l)/(z- 1)1 = IBI”“. (6.21) 
All zeros are simple and lie for IBI = 1 on the imaginary axis. We know 
already that for T + co all zeros move towards the origin in such a way 
that the zeros remain in Re(z) < 0 for all T and IBI < 1. 
We now try to include all zeros of H in the style of Theorem 5.1. This 
time, however, we will derive smaller error terms for the zeros far out. 
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Write H = 0 with H from (6.20) as 
zT+nln[(z+l)/(z-l)]=ln(IBI)+i{arg(B)+rt(1+2k)) 
=: Wk =: w, k E Z. (6.22) 
Here, we use (5.24) and get for IzJ k 1.1 =: p 
z3(zT- w + 2n/z) = nz3{ - ln[( 1 + l/z)/( 1 - l/z) J + 2/z}, 
(z3(zT- w + 2n/z)l dnp3(ln[(p + l)/(p - l)] -2/p} G 5n/3, 
Iz2(z2 -zw/T+ 2n/T)J 6 5n/(3T)=: R, 
lz’(z - u)(z - u)l < R, 
(6.23) 
I4 := (w + J7zz)/(2T), 
v := (w - 4=)/(2T). 
From (6.23) we infer 
min(lz(z - u)j, Iz(z - o)j) < R112 (6.24) 
and from Lemma 6.1 with s := r(R”2), where r(t) is taken from (6.3), 
z E L(0, u, s) u L(0, II, s), 
which we write more conveniently but less precisely as 
z E { C(0, max( 1.1, s)) u C(u, s) u C(u, s)} n { C(u/2, r,) u C(u/2, r”)}, 
r, := Jju12/4 + Jm, (6.25) 
r,:=j\v~2/4+JS$o. 
One point of the pair u, u lies inside or on the circle IzI = $@ and the 
other not inside. For large 1 kj one point of the pair U, v is large in modulus, 
the other small. Choose the branch of the root in (6.23) so that JuJ > Juj 
holds. For small r := (z - u( and large IuI a loss due to the inequality (6.23) 
is observed. 
For r<min((ul, lu-vi)=: m we get from (6.24) 
r(IuJ-r)2(Ju-uUJ-r)fR, 
r(m - r)3 GR, (6.26) 
r < (4/3)3 Rmp3 
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for R d 27m4/256. In more explicit form, the last inclusion and the condi- 
tion of validity can be written, using some convenient numerical 
approximations, as 
r<32nT2/min(Iw+ W13, 81W13)=: r:, 
T~(3/19)n~“~min(Iw+ WJ4j3, 5)W14’3/2)=: T,, (6.27) 
w:=J w2 - 8nT. 
Note that for large I/cl one has r:=0(nT2/lk/3) for T=O((k14’3nP”‘3). 
With (6.27), the radius s in (6.25) can be replaced by the new radius 
s’ := r:, T6 To, 
s, T> T,,. 
(6.28) 
In order to test the obtained inclusion in a simpler situation, we consider 
the case IBl = 1. In this case all zeros lie on the imaginary axis and only the 
zeros with non-negative imaginary part are of interest. We enumerate the 
zeros z k := iyk in increasing order 0 d y, < y, < . . . . It is easy to see that 
the y, are the solutions of 
yT+ 2n arctan = 274k + 42) =: p, ke No, (6.29) 
whereK:=Oforn+BevenandK:=lforoddn+BwithS:=OforB=-l 
and B := 1 for B= 1. From (6.29) it follows immediately that 
y, :=p/(T+2n)dydp/T. (6.30) 
For T-r 0 the bound p/T becomes unrealistic and we estimate alternatively 
.v=tan(Ip-yTl/P)) 
< tan[p/(T+ 2n)]. 
(6.3 1) 
Set y, := min(p/T, tan[p/( T+ 2n)]) for p/(T+ 2n) < 42 and y2 := p/T 
otherwise and write (6.29) as 
y = p/[ T + 2n arctan( y)/y] = : F(y). (6.32) 
Obviously, F(y) increases with y. From our initial inclusion y E [y, , y,] 
we deduce a new one, namely 
wYl)dYbm2). (6.33) 
The numerical computation of the unique y solving (6.29) is 
straightforward. The Newton iteration sequence started with a majorant or 
a minorant from above converges monotonously. 
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For simplicity, we consider henceforth merely the case B = - 1 for which 
the u, u from (6.23) become with k E N, 
(6.34) 
For Im(z) B 0 we find from (6.23) that 
lz3(z - u)l < lz2(z - u)(z - u)l < 5n/(3T) =: R 
so that for Iz--uI < U/4 and kE FYI 
(z-u( < (4/3)3 RW3 
< 0.016nT2k;3 =: r. 
The inclusion (6.35) holds only for small T, namely for 
(6.35) 
T < 4.6n - ‘13k4i3 = : T k . (6.36) 
In Table 6.1, the exact ordinates y, =: y,,, computed from (6.29), are con- 
fronted with the estimated ordinates y,,, := U from (6.34) for n = T= 1 
TABLE 6.1 
The Exact Positions y,, and the Estimated Positions y,,, 
for the Zeros Z~ := iyk, k = l(1) 10, in the Inner of the Upper Half-Plane 
for H(z) := z + 1 - (z - 1) exp( -2) as well as the Actual Distance 

















2 12.723241 3.2E-4 I 44.021715 7.8E-6 
12.723559 2.OE-3 44.027723 4.lE-5 
3 18.954971 9.7E-5 8 50.305235 5.2E-6 
18.955069 5.9E-4 50.305240 3.lE-5 
4 25.212021 4.lE-5 9 56.584010 3.7E-6 
25.212068 2.5E-4 56.584013 2.2E-5 
5 3 1.479439 2.lE-5 10 62.863665 2.7E-6 
31.419460 1.3E-4 62.863668 1.6E-5 
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together with the actual differences d := Jyex - y,,,I and the disk radii r 
from (6.35). Observe that in our example y = 0 bears index k = 0 but does 
not solve H = 0. 
7. ZERO-FREE NEIGHBOURHOODS AROUND THE ZEROS OF 
THE COEFFICIENT POLYNOMIALS 
Given an ordinary polynomial in a complex variable in its Taylor expan- 
sion around the origin. It is commonly known that it is in general very 
hard to find out zero-free sets in the convex hull, say, of the (unknown) 
zeros of the polynomial. When treating this problem, it is advised to view 
H as an “ordinary polynomial with slowly varying coefficients.” 
We supposed in (1.7) that A and B have no common divisors. Let c be 
a zero of A or B. Then, in consequence of the fact that H is an (exponen- 
tial) binomial, H(c) # 0 and a neighbourhood exists around c which is free 
of zeros of H. We restrict the class of neighbourhoods to disks C(c, TV), 
rc > 0, which are zero-free. This fact explains in a rudimentary way the 
stabilizing effect of the feedback polynomial B, provided a proper zero 
placement. 
A lemma prepares the subsequent heorem. 
LEMMA 7.1. The non-negative solution t of the equation for t 
t=aexp[-bt-ct/(l-t)]=:f(t) (7.1) 
considered for t E [0, 1) with a, b, c E [w + fulfills t > T(a, b, c), where 
T(a, b, c) := 
[l +a+ab+ac-J(1 +a+ab+ac)2-4a(l +ab)]/[2+2ab], a6 1, 
[2+B+bd-,/(2+B+bd)2-4(1+b)(l+Bd)]/[2+2b], a> 1, 
d := &r(a) + b + c - ,/(ln(a) + b + c)’ + 4b ln(a)]/[2b], (7.2) 
B:=b+c/(l-d). 
Proof: Clearly, f’(t)= -g’(t)f(t)<O for tE[O, l), where g(t):= 
bt + ct/( 1 - t). We treat the cases a < 1 and a > 1 differently and begin with 
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The solution T of the last inequality with the equality sign turns out to be 
T:= [l +a+&+~-,/(l +a+ab+a~)~-4a(l +ab)]/[2+2ub]. (7.4) 
In the case a > 1 we consider first the equation f(t) = 1. Its solution d is 
given in (7.2). Knowing d, we proceed further as 
t =f(t) =f(d) - [f(d) -f(t)1 = 1 - Cl -f(f)1 
2 1 -(t-d)max{(l -f(t))/(t-d): tad}. (7.5) 
We estimate the last maximum as 
1 -f(t) = 1 -f(t)/f(d) = 1 -expCdd) - g(t)1 
= 1 -exp[ -(t-d){b+c(l -d)-’ (1 -t)-‘}I, (7.6) 
(1 -f(t))/(t-d)<b+c(l -d)-’ (1 -t))‘. 
From (7.5) and (7.6) follows 
t> 1 -(t-d)[b+c(l -d)-’ (1 -t)-‘1. (7.7) 
This is a quadratic inequality for t leading to 
t 2 [2 + B + bd- ,/(2 + B + bd)2 - 4( 1 + b)( 1 + Bd)]/[2 + 2b] 
=: T(u, 6, c), (7.8) 
B:=b+c/(l-d), 
and the proof is completed. 1 
THEOREM 7.1. Let z = a be a zero of multiplicity m of A(z) and p 3 0 and 
o 2 1 two free parameters. Then H(z) is zero-free in the disk C(u, r,), where 
r. := d(u, B) T(u, u, w), 
d:=d(u,B):=min{Jb,-ul:k=l(l)b), 
u :=d-IU-+ 9 v := Vd/m, w := W/m, 
U := exp(Re(u) T)(d+ p)“~ [,,,rj>,~“*-u~l/ 
(7.9) 
1 
P(a)1 n (l--/h-4) 3 
lb,,-olzod I 
V:=T+ c l/la,-al +d-’ c 1, 
lo,-O/>P lb,-aJ<od 
W:=2-’ 1 1, nP:= 1’ 1. 
lb,-ul<ad lot--ul<p 
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The prime on the sum sign means that the members with ak = a are to be left 
out; T(a, 6, c) is to be taken .from (7.2). 
Proof: If a is a zero of A(z) with multiplicity m then 
A(z) = (z -a)m A,(z) (7.10) 
with A.(a) # 0. Let z be a zero of H(z) then we may write 
(z-a)-“= -exp(zT)A,(z)/B(z). (7.11) 
Denote by d := d(a, B) the distance of a from the set of zeros of B, 
d:=min{Ib,-al:k=l(l)b}. (7.12) 
Now, choose a free parameter p 2 0 to differentiate between the zeros of 
A,(z) in C(a, p) and the remaining ones. For z in C(a, d) we have with 
4 :=ak-a and r:=Iz-aI 
IA,(z)1 = fi’ Iz-aa,l = fi’ I(z-a)--;! 
k=l k=l 
(7.13) 
< (d+ P)“” [ II l41] w (r C WA), 
lil > P Iail > P 
n P := ,a&‘, l. 
*- 
The prime on the product or sum sign means that the terms with ak = a are 
left out. To estimate B, we choose a second free parameter 0 > 1 and 
estimate with b; := b, - a for r small enough 
l&N = Ill fi I(z-a-4YbA 
k=l 
IWaN fi 11 -b-a)lbbl 
k=l 
P(a)1 fi (1 -r/lbkl) 
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We use the inequality 
ln(1 -x )> -x(1 + (1 -x)-‘/2) 
valid for 0 < x < 1 and get 
1 -ti/PjJ)]exp { C ln(l -r/lh;l)}. (7.14) 
lb;1 6 od 
exp { C 
lb;1 <ad 
Ml-r!lb;l)} > exp{ -m./d- r2-‘n,/(d- r)}, 
(7.16) 
n a:= 1 1. 
lb;1 < od 
With the above estimation we derive from (7.11) 
rmm -e Uexp( Vr + M/(d- Y)), 
U := exp(Re(a) T)(d+ p)“p Ll 
I4a)l 
V := T+ c l/la;1 + n,/d, 
&I > P 
W := n,/2. 
(7.17) 
We set r := td and get from (7.17) 
t > z4 exp[ - ut - wt/( 1 - t)], 
u ;=d-1U--l/m, v := Vdlm, w := Wfm. 
(7.18) 
If t fulfills the inequality in (7.18) with the equality sign then the disk 
C(u, dt) is zero-free and a fortiori C(u, T(u, u, w)) with T from Lemma 7.1 
is zero-free. a 
The foregoing theorem was formulated only for the zeros of A(z). After 
some minor changes one gets the corresponding result for the zeros of B(z). 
COROLLARY 7.1. Theorem 7.1 is valid for each zero b with multiplicity m 
of B(z) if the quantities d, U, V, W ure chosen us in 
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d:=min{lak-b(:k= I(l)cw), 
U := IBI exp( -Re(h) T)(d+ p)‘+ n lb,-bl I’ 
Ih hl > P 1 I 
(1 -4ak-4) 9 
I 
+ n,ld, 
1, n, := 1 1. 
lD!i - Dl 6 P lu~--bl<uad 
We illustrate the last theorem by a simple example. 
If we change the sign of T in (6.20) and take n = 1, B = - 1, we have to 
do with 
H(z) := z + 1 - (z - 1) exp(zT), T>O. (7.20) 
Besides an infinity of zeros on the imaginary axis, H(z) has now two real 
roots x-, x, with 
x*= *(l+R), 0 < R < f/[exp( T) - I]. (7.21) 
For the first zero z = iy on the imaginary axis the rough estimate 
[n + 2 arctan(lr/T)]/Td y d [rc + 2 arctan(2x/T)]/T (7.22) 
holds. When searching zero-free disks C( - 1, r ~ ) and C( 1, r + ) for H of 
(7.20) one should be aware of (7.21) and (7.22). From (7.20) we get the 
inequality for I ~ , r + , 
r>2/[1 +exp(T+rT)] 
>2/[1+exp(T)]-2rTexp(T)(l+exp(T))-’ (7.23) 
rP = Y + > [2 + 2 exp( T)]/[l ‘t 2( 1 + T) exp( T) + exp(2T)]. 
Table 7.1 comprises for several values of T the estimated radii R,,, which 
are the right-hand sides of the last line together with the exact solution R,, 
of the inequality (7.23) with equality sign. Adjoined further are the values 
1x1 := Ix+1 and th e values 1~1, computed from (7.20). The number R,,, 
means the maximal distance of the zero of the coefftcients of H(z) under 
consideration to the nearest zero of H(z) for H(z) of (7.20). 
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TABLE 7.1 
Estimated Disk Radii R,,,, exact radii R,,, Magnitude of the Purely Real Zeros JxJ 
and the Purely Imaginary Zero ( yl Closest to the Origin, 
and Maximal Possible Disk Radius R,,, of the Disks around the Zeros 
of the Coefficient Polynomials for H(z) := z + 1 - (z - 1) exp(zT) for Several T 
T R,X R est R max I4 IYI 
0.1 0.90504 0.90491 2.OOOGil 4.50975 62.51194 
0.5 0.61652 0.61140 1.08725 2.08725 12.2403 1 
1.0 0.39669 0.38607 0.54340 1.54340 5.95017 
2.0 0.17434 0.16789 0.19968 1.19968 2.79839 
10.0 0.00009 0.00009 0.00009 100009 0.38822 
8. DISCUSSION 
In the last few years, great attention has been paid to stability independ- 
ent of delays, as witnessed by a series of papers. Among them are those of 
Kamen [9-111 and Jury and Mansour [S] as well as Liu and Mansour 
[12]. See also the works quoted in these papers. 
Between stability dependent on the delays and independent of delays lies 
the case in which stability conditions are sought when the delays range 
over certain sets. In the case of one single delay, the delay set is preferably 
an interval; see Liu and Mansour [12]. 
This section is devoted to the comparison of results and some 
methodological aspects of the technique used here with those found in the 
above quoted papers and some further works. We will thereby discuss the 
lag-independent asymptotical stability in the wider framework of the 
lag-dependent asymptotical stability. 
In the style of Theorem 2.1, Kamen tried in [9] to obtain stability 
criteria by considering polynomials of two complex variables. He claims to 
have found necessary and sufficient criteria (in contrast to Theorem 2.1) for 
lag-independent stability. This claim is repeated in Jury and Mansour [8, 
p. 690, formulae (4) and (5)]. Later Kamen withdrew his claim in [ 111. He 
expressed, however, the opinion that (in our notation) stability of H, from 
(2.1) comes close to a necessary and sufficient condition for stability inde- 
pendent of lag. This is obvious for our H, (which is first order in w) but 
deserves a detailed treatment in the case of several commensurate delays 
considered by Kamen. 
We now turn to another aspect of lag-dependent stability versus lag- 
independent stability. Considering this question it is advised to give the 
parameter space 9 belonging to H(z) under consideration the structure 
B := IR + x PO, where P0 is the parameter space spanned by all parameters 
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I.ag Ilependent Stab ,I+,, 
FIG. 8.1. The sets of asymptotical lag-independent and lag-dependent stability for 
H(z) := z - a + B exp( - zT) in the (a, II)-plane. 
of H but T. As a paradigmatic example we consider the characteristic 
function (i) of (2.2) again, which was 
H(z) := z - a + E exp( -zT), a, BER. (8.1) 
Figure 8.1 shows the regions of both modes of stability in PO which is 
here the (a, @-plane. The region of lag-dependent stability is considerably 
larger than that of lag-independent stability. The explicit form of the 
function T(a, B) can be found in many places, for example, in [Z]. 
The stability chart exhibited in Fig. 8.2, which has the form of a 
“Christmas tree,” is a second example. It belongs to H(z) from (2.9) in a 
normed version 
H(z) := (z - E)(Z - E) + B exp( -zT) 
= z2 + 2dz + 1 + B exp( -zT), 
(8.3) 
.2 .4 .6 .8 I 
FIG. 8.2. The stability chart for H(z) := z2 + 2dz + 1 + B exp( -zT) for d := sin( 15”) in the 
positive (I?, T)-quadrant. 
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where E := -sin(a) + i cos(cc) and d := sin(M) is therefore the damping con- 
stant. The case displayed in Fig. 8.2 belongs to u = 15”. One discerns clearly 
the lag-independent runk and the delay-dependent branches of the tree. 
Figure 8.2 is taken from [2]. Readers interested in the derivation of Fig. 8.2 
is taken from [Z]. Readers interested in the derivation of Fig. 8.2 are ref- 
fered to Cooke and Grossman [3]. An alternative proof with fully explicit 
formulas for the contour of the three is contained in a forthcoming paper 
of the present author in this journal [17]. 
In a series of papers Mansour and co-workers [8, 12, 131, treated 
stability problems for equations with real coefficients and one or several 
delays. The paper [ 131 contains explicit result for special H(z) from (1.3) 
where A(z) and B(z) are special polynomials of degree two and one, respec- 
tively. Moreover, a special low-degree case with two commensurate delays 
was dealt with. Apart from the latter case, the same problem was handled 
with varying degree of generality by a considerable number of authors; see 
Chuma and van den Driessche [4] for reference. The present writer prefers 
a differing methodological appraoch stressing the role of conformal map- 
pings. In the case considered here, the point of departure is (1.9), which we 
write now with a differing meaning of k as 
T= [(2k- l)rci+ln(B(z)/A(z))]/z, kEZ. (8.3) 
The most important fact is that H(z) = 0 is written in (8.3) in such a way 
that the right-hand side does not contain T. In the sequel we will capitalize 
on this. We refer the z-plane to polar coordinates z := r exp(icp) with pole 
in the origin and polar axis along the positive real axis. Writing (8.3) as a 




The second equation determines the kth, k E Z’, trajectory along which the 
kth zero of H(z) moves when T runs from T= 0 to T= + ccj. The set Z’ is 
that subset of H for which T from (8.3) turns out to be non-negative. The 
first equation determines T as z moves along the trajectory considered. The 
system (8.4) is uncoupled insofar as T occurs only in one side of one 
equation. 
In order to give an example we reconsider the retarded model system 
related to (8.1) with a = 0 and B = 1. Solving the second equation of (8.4) 
for r leads with 0 < 1~1 d rr and Z’ = - N, to 
r= i-k(v) := expC(cp +sgn(cp) 2Kn)ltan(cp)l, kE --No. (8.5) 
409/140/l-12 
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FIG. 8.3. The first five trajectories za(T), k = -2(1)2, for H(z) := z +exp( -zT). Only 
k Q 0 describes zeros of H(z). 
Figure 8.3 shows for k= -2(1)2 the first curves r=r,(cp) from (8.5). 
Notice that k = -2, - 1 do not describe trajectories of zeros. A pair of 
negative real zeros starts for T= 0 at z = - 1 and z = - co. The zero start- 
ing at infinity increases with increasing T and the other decreases. For 
T= l/e they coalesce at z = -e and branch off the negative real axis as 
Fig. 8.3 shows. All curves of the family have the points z = f i and z = 0 in 
common. For k < 0 in (8.5), the curves start for T= 0 at z = - 00 +_ ice and 
terminate for T= + cc at z = 0. For k > 0, which would correspond to the 
unstable case, z = 0 is the starting and z = + cc + ice is the terminal point. 
Setting (cpl = n/2 in the second equation of (8.4) gives the zeros of H(z) 
lying on the imaginary axis, 
Mz)l’= l&)l’? z :=iy, yE(W. (8.6) 
Equation (8.6) without the restriction z = iy defines an algebraic curve in @ 
which has at most 2 deg(A) intersection points with the imaginary axis. If 
(8.7) has no solutions, no stability switches take place and the stability 
behaviour is independent of T and that of the polynomial H(z) := 
,4(z) + B(z). In the case of the last example z = f i solves (8.6) and the first 
equation of (8.4) becomes 
T= Tk := 12k-3/21n, kE --No, (8.7) 
The first zero of H(z) considered for T= 3rc/2 crosses from left to right the 
imaginary axis and the stability of the underlying system ceases to exist. A 
restabilization with increasing T is not possible. 
In Section 3 we have shown that the non-neutral exponential binomial 
can have unstable zeros only in a compact set. It is possible to generalize 
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this quantitative result. Another argument which yields qualitatively this 
result suplies the invocation of the Extended Indicator Diagram in the 
sense of Schwengeler. It can be constructed for the general exponential 
polynomial H(z) and reduces the stability problem to the determination of 
zeros on the imaginary axis. In the opinion of the author, this way is 
preferred over a series of lemmata found in [ 12, 131. 
Assume that m solutions .z = iy,, j = l( l)m, 0 < m < 24 exist in the 
general case of (8.6). Then there are m sequences of critical delay values 
T= 7).k := IPk- l)n+arg(A(i~)lB(iy))lll~,l, kEZ,j= l(l)m. (f3.8) 
It is easy to give examples which exhibit the maximal possible number of 
intersection points with the imaginary axis. Choose B(z) = B = const and 
equidistant uk lying in the left half-plane parallel to the imaginary axis 
within a distance small enough. Now, choose B appropriately. 
To decide whether zeros enter or leave or touch the imaginary axis, only 
local information about Re(z’(T)) is necessary and not the global course 
which was at disposal in Fig. 8.3. For real polynomials A(z), B(z) in the 
factorization of (1.2) one finds 
k$, (z-h-‘- f (Z-G-‘}]. (8.9) 
k=l 
For our example we get 
sgn[Re(z’( T))] = + 1, (8.10) 
which is in accordance with Fig. 8.3. It is a mere consequence of our point 
of departure (8.3) that T does not occur in the right-hand side of (8.9). This 
is not so in the corresponding formulae of Cooke and Grossman [3] or 
Liu and Mansour [ 12, 133. This circumstance gains even more importance 
when approximations are sought. Since the sums in (8.9) represent he first 
logarithmical derivative of the polynomials A(z), B(z), it is clear that (8.9) 
can also be used when the polynomials are given in their Taylor expansion 
around the origin. We come back to Eq. (8.6) and Sections 2 and 4 of this 
paper. Equation (8.6) is insoluble if 
IBI < INz)l&m,,,(z)l (8.11) 
holds, where Bmonic (z) is the manic polynomial belonging to B(z), i.e., the 
product of the right-hand side of (1.2). Figure 8.4 shows that it is justified 
to call (B( a feedback amplitude. 
To compute lower bounds for B, := inf{ IA(iy)/B,,,,,(iy)l: y E rW} or this 
quantity itself was the aim in Sections 4 and 2, respectively. 
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FIG. 8.4. Block diagram of the realization of H(z) := A(z) + B(z) exp( -zT). 
To the best knowledge of the author, the result valid for the whole bino- 
mial class is new. The price to be paid for the generality is a rather involved 
notation and statement of the result. It remains to be seen if simplifications 
or modifications will be found. 
We mention that a formula of the type (8.3) can also be obtained upon 
solving a quadratic equation for the general exponential trinomial with 
commensurate delays 
H(z) := A(z) + B(z) exp( -zT) + C(z) exp( -2zT), (8.12) 
where A(z), B(z), C(z) are polynomials in z with the degree restriction 
deg(A ) > deg( C) and deg(A ) + deg( C) > 2 deg(B). An example of this type, 
namely 
H(z):=z+a+bexp(-zT)+cexp(-2zT), a,b,cER, bc#O, (8.13) 
was considered by Kamen [9], by Jury and Mansour [8], and recon- 
sidered by Liu and Mansour [ 123. The claims in [8,9, 121 are to have 
given necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotical stability inde- 
pendent of the lag T. Kamen’s stability condition in [9] for c # 0 
lb1 < a + c, b*/c < 8(a - c) (8.14) 
was classified sufficient only in [8].’ The condition of [8] reads 
161 <a+c, a>3c or b*<8c(a-c), c>O. (8.15) 
In [ 121 one finds for the necessary and sufficient condition 
Jbl <a- JcI or b*d8c(a-c), c>O (8.16) 
’ Each comma in (8.14) to (8.16) stands for a logical “and.” 
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along with the assertion that (8.16) and (8.15) would specify the same set 
in the (c, a, b) parameter space 9. Elementary calculations show that (8.14) 
and (8.15) specify the same set S’ in CP and that (8.16) specifies a strict 
subset of s’. Kamen [9] and Jury and Mansour [8] invoke a matrix 
stability criterion followed by elementary calculations. The result in [ 121 is 
a by-product of the computation of the lag-dependent stability set whereby 
also elementary calculations are involved. Further, the reasoning in [9] is 
formally based on the false claim of that paper. 
In this situation it is best to give a further self-contained erivation inde- 
pendent of the papers quoted above. 
The H, of (2.1) gets for H(z) of (8.13) the shape 
H,,(z) := z + a + bw + cd, IWI < 1. (8.17) 
Let z be a zero of H,.(z) then 
z= -(a+bw+cw*). (8.18) 
Obviously, asymptotical stability independent of T is given if for 1 WI < 1 
Re(z) = -a - Re{ bw + cw’} < 0 (8.19) 
holds. The theory of functions tells us that the rightmost real part term in 
(8.19) can attain its maximum only on Iw( = 1. We write (8.19) with 
w:=u+io, UER, as 
M:=max{-bu-2cu2:~u~<1}=max{~b~u-2cu2:O~u~1}<a-c. 
(8.20) 
A simple calculation gives 
161 2 46 
Ibl < 4c. 
Using (8.21) in (8.20) gives the stability set in 9 described by 
8.21) 
4cdIbl <a+c or 161 < min{4c, J8c(a - c)}. (8.22) 
Now, (8.22) allows us to state the result as follows: H(z) from (8.13) is 
lag-independent stable if lb1 E 99, where 
a > max( -c, 3c), 
c>O, c<a<3c. 
(8.23) 
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FIG. 8.5. The projection of the set IhI E B from (8.23) onto the (c, a)-plane. 
Figure 8.5 shows the projection of S? on the (c, a)-plane which is an open 
cone with the boundary curve a = /cl. The dashed ray a = 3c, c > 0, divides 
the cone into two subcones. The active inequality for lb/ in each cone is 
inserted. The upper boundary surface &B of B is a continuous spline 
surface consisting of two surface patches. 
We resume our result: (8.14), (8.15), and (8.23), although different in 
form, specify the same set in 9 and (8.16) defines a strict subset thereof. It 
can be shown that Theorem 2.1 states a necessary and sufficient condition 
for stability independent of the lag. This means that the mentioned claims 
of Kamen [9] and Jury and Mansour [S] are correct. The qualification of 
Kamen’s result in [S] and the claim in [ 121 are false. Hitherto, for each 
point of S\g it is still undecided to what category of instability it belongs. 
In the following we will derive a set in CP in which instability independent 
of T reigns. 
The point (c, a, 6) E 9 has this property if at least one of the zeros of 
H(z) lies for all T Z 0 in Re(z) 2 0. For T = 0 exactly one zero resides in 
Re(z) > 0 for b < --a-c. If (8.19) with the 2 sign in place of the < sign 
is fulfilled then the zero under consideration remains in Re(z) 20 for all 
T > 0. This means that in the intersection of the set b < -a - c in .LY with 
the solution set in !P of the inequality 
m :=min{ -bu-2cu2: lu( d l} =min{ - Ibl u-2cu2:O<z4< l} au-c 
(8.24) 
a zero of H(z) is for all T> 0 present in Re(z) 2 0. A simple calculation 
yields 
b2/@c)t lb1 < -4c, 
- Ib( - 2c, lb1 a -4~. 
(8.25) 
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FIG. 8.6. The projection of the set lb1 E B from (8.27) onto the (c, a)-plane. 
With (8.25) in (8.24) we obtain the solution set of (8.24) in 9 as 
-4cf lb1 < --a-c or 161 < min{ -4c, J8co). (8.26) 
Observing that the set defined in (8.26) is a subset of the set in 9 defined 
by b < -a - c leads to the result: H(z) from (8.13) is unstable independent 
of the delay T if Ibl E S?‘, where 
a < min( -c, 3c), 
3cda<c, cd0. 
(8.27) 
Figure 8.6 gives the projection of 99 on the (c, a)-plane which is a closed 
cone with a = - ICI as boundary curve. The dashed ray a = 3c, c ~0, 
divides the cone into two subcones. The active inequality for both subcones 
is shown, too. 
For b = c = 0 the set of (8.26) becomes a 6 0 which is evidently correct. 
For c = 0 we get Jbl < --a. Application of Rouche’s theorem to the function 
H(z) := z + a + b exp( -zT) with b = 0 and with b # 0 along the imaginary 
axis shows us that the last special case is at least for (b( < --a correct and 
that only one zero lies then in Re(z) > 0. 
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